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Justice Committee  
 

The role of the media in criminal trials 
 

Written submission from Alistair Bonnington 
 
Prior to Tuesday's meeting could I make a few observations on the Briefing Paper 
which has been prepared for the Committee. These are as follows:- 
 
(1) Page 3. Common law contempt is not a crime of specific intent as the paper says. 
The author is confused with the crime of attempting to pervert the course of justice - 
which remains a competent basis for prosecution against the media in both Scotland 
and England. What S6 of the 1981 Act does, is preserve the possibility that the 
media can be prosecuted not only for contempt as set out in S2 of the 1981 Act 
(called "statutory contempt" in this Paper) but also for contempt at common law. 
 
Contempt, as has been repeatedly pointed out by the courts, is not a crime but an 
offence sui generis. But it requires both the actus reus and the mens rea of a crime 
to be proved. The test to be applied in a case of common law contempt is not intent - 
it is the much lower test to be applied to crimes in general. 
 
It follows that the penultimate paragraph on Page 3 is simply wrong. 
 
(2) Page 3 - last paragraph. S5 has never been successfully pled by the media in 
any Scottish case. It is very limited protection to the media. 
 
(3) Page 4. The final paragraph of the section on Contempt seems to suggest there 
could be restrictions imposed on public access to historic material on the internet. It 
should be noted that there never has been a similar suggestion that libraries for 
example should be prevented from stocking old newspapers and magazines and 
allowing the public (including jurors and witnesses) to read them. 
 
Any such attempt to restrict access by the public would potentially fall foul of Article 
10 of the ECHR. 
 
The burning of books has never been a reputable occupation. The fact that the 
"books" may now be electronic makes no difference. 
 
It should also be noted that the USA will ignore any such laws on the basis of the 
First Amendment. The US already refuses to enforce Scottish defamation decrees 
as being “repugnant to the Constitution". 
 
(4) Page 5: section on witnesses. Witnesses, unless they happen to be called the 
same day as the original evidence is given, are perfectly free to read newspaper 
reports, see TV reports etc of what prior witnesses have said in the same case. If 
there were some sort of danger in this, it would be a matter for the court to deal with 
exercising its common law power to regulate its own procedure. I am not aware of 
any Scottish court case where the Judge/Sheriff has been asked to make such an 
order. 
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(5) Page 5: Televising court proceedings. I was intimately involved with this process 
since its inception in 1992. Basically the failure of the Scottish experiment has been 
caused by Judges and defence lawyers refusing to give access. England is now in 
the process of overtaking Scotland in this area 
 
(6)The filming of witnesses arriving at and leaving the court is also a matter which 
can be regulated by the presiding Judge/Sheriff on a case by case basis. The 
powers exist. 
 
(7) Page 6 and 7 Newspaper commentary on witness’s character. There might be 
some confusion here. There was no "active" case at the time of most of the publicity 
about Mr Jeffries. So while statutory contempt was not in play, a prosecution against 
the newspapers mentioned for common law contempt or attempting to pervert the 
course of justice would have been competent. In the event Mr Jeffries sued 
successfully for defamation - which it must be remembered is a further restraint on 
the media in this kind of situation. 
 
(8)  Media reproduction of trial material. The copyright position is not as simple as 
stated here. There is a Scottish decision by Lord Woolman to that effect. Generally, 
the media and the public in England are much better served by the Courts than is the 
case in Scotland. The English courts release productions (often including video) to 
the media during the trial (once their purpose has been served in court) so as to 
make the media's court reports more accurate and thorough. The Scottish courts in 
contrast are very uncooperative, almost invariably refusing media requests for 
material. This results in the Scottish public knowing less about court proceedings 
than people in England. 
 
(9) Jury deliberations. It is an offence under the Contempt of Court Act 1981 to make 
enquiries of juries as to how they carried out their function. So we don't hold much 
hard evidence about the jurors' use of internet material -despite the Judge's 
strictures against this. 
 
But as Lord Hope pointed out in HMA v Montgomery and Coulter (Chokar case) 
there has been research done in New Zealand - a society not unlike our own, his 
Lordship said. 
 
As Lord Hope observed, the New Zealand research suggests that jurors try the 
accused according to the evidence (as their oath requires) and do not take into 
consideration extraneous material from other sources - such as the internet. 
 
The realities of the use of the internet in the modern world are such that if, at some 
future point, there is evidence-based serious concern about this, then juries should 
be abolished. 
 
Alistair Bonnington 
28 Sept 2012 
 


